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QUESTION 1

Which GUI option forces arrays to use only the preset number of drives when adding or editing arrays in Capacity
Magic? 

A. Optimize for performance 

B. Use child pools 

C. Optimize for capacity 

D. Use RtC 

Correct Answer: C 

The GUI storageconfiguration wizard does not know that this storage is mapped to another SAN Volume
Controller/Storwize, it can create unbalanced arrays (when optimize for capacity is chosen) or it can leave some drives
unconfigured (if optimize for performance is chosen). References: IBM System Storage SAN Volume Controller and
Storwize V7000 Best Practices and Performance Guidelines (4 Aug 2016), page 88 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer wishes to provide a VMware administrator with storage capacity to manage the volume creation. The
system only has one storage pool. 

How should the customer configure the existing system to limit the capacity provided to the administrator? 

A. Use IBM Spectrum Control Base 

B. Create one large volume 

C. Create another storage pool with new storage 

D. Create a child pool 

Correct Answer: D 

Before V7.4, the disk space of a storage pool was provided from MDisks, so the capacity of a storage pool depended on
the MDisks\\' capacity. Creating or splitting a storage pool is not possible and a user cannot freely make a storage pool
with a particular capacity they want. A child pool is a new logical object that is created from a physical storage pool and
provides most of the functions that Pools have (for example, volume creation), but the user can specify the capacity of
the child pool at creation. 

A child pool is an object similar to a storage pool, and can be used interchangeablywith a storage pool. It supports
volume copy and migration. 

References: Implementing the IBM Storwize V7000 and IBM Spectrum Virtualize V7.6, page 89
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redbooks/pdfs/sg247938.pdf 

 

QUESTION 3
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A customer is concerned that its volumes would not have access to the full system cache but wants to create pools to
limit the amount of space that different departments use. 

Which activity allows the customer to meet these requirements? 

A. Create several small pools that correspond to LUN size policies 

B. Create a single storage pool that contains all the MDisks 

C. Create LUN size policy in the GUI and set system cache to global via the CLI 

D. Create a single parent pool that contains smaller child pools 

Correct Answer: D 

Before V7.4, the disk space of a storage pool was provided from MDisks, so the capacity of a storage pool depended on
the MDisks\\' capacity. Creating or splitting a storage pool is not possible and a user cannot freely make astorage pool
with a particular capacity they want. A child pool is a new logical object that is created from a physical storage pool and
provides most of the functions that Pools have (for example, volume creation), but the user can specify the capacity
ofthe child pool at creation. 

A child pool is an object similar to a storage pool, and can be used interchangeably with a storage pool. It supports
volume copy and migration. 

References: Implementing the IBM Storwize V7000 and IBM Spectrum Virtualize V7.6, page 89
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redbooks/pdfs/sg247938.pdf 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer wants to create file shares for its Windows clients. The customer is interested in an IBM Storwize V7000
Unified. 

Which protocol should the customer use for file-sharing? 

A. SMB 

B. NFS 

C. SNMP 

D. iSCSI 

Correct Answer: B 

Using the NFS protocol, you can transfer files between computers running Windows and other non-Windows operating
systems, suchas Linux or UNIX. 

Note:Shares and exports can be managed through the GUI or CLI by Storwize V7000 Unified administrative users that
have a user role definition that is authorized to perform share and export management functions. 

A share or export results from making a disk space accessible through the protocols specified during its creation. HTTP,
SCP, FTP, CIFS and NFS shares and exports can be created, provided that the corresponding protocol is enabled for
the system. Shares and exports can only be created for data that is stored in the GPFS file system of the Storwize
V7000 Unified system. Non-GPFS file system content cannot be shared or exported. 
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References:https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj592688(v=ws.11).aspx http://www.ibm.com/
support/knowledgecenter/ST5Q4U/com.ibm.storwize.v7000.unified.14 3.doc/ mng_exports_topic_welcome.html 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer wants a better understanding of how storage is being used in the file systems of various servers. 

Which IBM Spectrum Control tool gathers these details? 

A. Storage Resource Agents 

B. STAT 

C. Tiered Storage Optimizer 

D. Capacity reporting 

Correct Answer: A 

Storage Resource agents provide file system and local disk information. You deploy Storage Resource agents if you
want to enable full server monitoring for internal resources, such as controllers, disks, and file systems. 
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